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Located in South Africa, Sandton, we are an aggressive  
Global Investment Management Organization since2006

Helping our esteemed clients worldwide to match the most  
promising opportunities with their financial obligations and  
goals. Our Investment professionals across the world bring  
their collective market intelligence to make investing  
sustainable, transparent and accessible. Our world-class  
analysts employ latest technologies keeping us on stead to  
our pedigree of uncompromising responsibility to the  
financial wellbeing of our valuableclients.
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VISION
MISSION STATEMENT:

▪ Deliver tangible and measurable business value to our clients by  
providing a safe and secure investment platform, giving YOUreal  
returns on investments.

▪ Horizon is seen as a team inspired to give their best to their clients by
relentlessly working towards sustainability and innovation resulting in
overall customer satisfaction

HORIZON
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SOLUTIONS

▪ Blockchain AI Trading – Trading has become so attractive and  
lucrative in the last few years. More people have ventured into itand  
have made huge returns on their investments. Horizon has taken it  
one step further and have been using the Horizon robot to drive the  
huge profits we are making on our investments. A Horizon trading  
robot is a software program which directly interacts with financial  
exchanges, monitors market price movements, and places buy and  
sell orders based on the market data itcollects.

▪ Blockchain Mining - Chances are you hear the phrase “blockchain 
mining” and your mind begins to wander to the Western fantasy of 
pickaxes, dirt and striking it rich. As it turns out, that analogy isn’t 
too far off. blockchain mining is performed by high-powered 
computers that solve complex computational math problems, when 
computers solve these complex math problems on the Blockchain 
network.

HORIZON
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AI Trading
HORIZON
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Strategy:

▪ Horizon AI Robotics strategy: uses 130+ indicators and  
candlestick patterns to automate the perfect strategy, It’s  
able to execute well known trading strategies like:  
Bollinger Bands, Emotionless, Emaspread, BBTA,  
ATRTS, ADX, Gain, Ichimoku, MACD, MACDH, Ping  
Pong, SMACROSS, Stepgain, TSAandTSSL.

Algorithmic and

social trading:

▪ Horizon AI Robotics auto trading features: algorithmic  
trading and social trading. This allows us to configure  
trading strategies through various technical indicators, or  
to automatically follow the actions of our tradingexperts,  
a form of social trading through cryptosignals.
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Horizon AI Robotics takes careof:
▪ Aggregating live market data, executing live orders, simulating order execution,  

calculating profit and risk metrics, graphing the results in a web interface, managing  
and importing historical market data and Simulating live markets using historical data.
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We Use Complex Trade Algorithms to Track
Price Fluctuations

We Get to Set Your OwnTrading  
Preferences
The properly coded Horizon robot gives us the opportunity to choose preferred  trading 
assets at any particular moment in time. This robot offers us more  advanced trade 
settings that make trading much simpler. With a Horizon robot,  we can set the 
probabilities for the trading signals that interest us and this  enables us to get accurate 
trading data which is quite helpful when trading.

Horizon Robots Are in Operation 24/7
The Blockchain market never closes and it never sleeps. It is in  operation 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week. As traders, you can’t  always be awake all this time 
trading. But with a Horizon robot, we  remain in control since the bot doesn’t sleep 
either.

Horizon Robots Are Fast and Efficient
When trading manually as a trader in the cryptocurrency market, your  speed and 
proficiency in trading is limited to the level of expertise that you  have in trading. 
You cannot go beyond it, but Horizon robots are greater  than you. With correctly 
coded robots, it will execute our trades speedily  and more proficient than the way 
you can do it yourself manually.

Horizon AI Philosophy
Crypto Currency has huge price variations on each trading day and a properly
coded Horizon robot is able to gather these huge fluctuations in price and
make the best out of them and we as traders benefit greatly from this by  
earning huge profits from the investments made. Robots are way much  better 
at trading Crypto currency compared to humans since they are not
influenced by emotions. The ability of Horizon robots to usecomplex  
trading algorithms to track these price fluctuations and make trade decisions 
for you keeps us better positioned to drive in more profits.
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BUSINESS MODEL
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• Dedicated team specialising in investment enhancement through ArtificialIntelligence

• International regulated fintech specialists

• Years of experience in science & asset management, 13 years operational, 3+ years live trackrecord

1
Skills of Horizon
Robotic Analysts

Just about anyone can develop a Robot, but to be one of  
the Horizon Robotic analysts takes more than  
programming knowledge and fast network. Keep in  
mind: there is a sea of individuals looking to join the  
ranks of Horizon Robotic analysts and bring home the  
kind of money that goes with that title. Very few of  
them make the grade or even come close to it.
Consistent, winning Robotic analysts are about as rare
as multi-million-rand winning lottery tickets.

2
Changing Market  
Condition

Over time, Horizon Robotics analysts develop  
strategies and trading techniques that they use over  
and over again. Over time, Horizon puts together  
our own personal toolkit of methods, manoeuvres,  
strategies, and trading tactics. That’s a good thing.  
It’s important that we have our own individual  
Robotic style and trading edge, such as specific  
combinations of technical indicators that signal  
high probability trades.

3
Research and Analysis
Horizon traders learn and perfect utilizing
market information – both fundamental  
economic information and market information  
in the form of trading and price action that
occurs – to adapt and approach the market in  
the most effective ways possible. (By
“effective,” we mean with favourable  
risk/reward ratios, high probabilities of
success, and low levels of risk, just in casewe
get things wrong).
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I N T E L L I G E N T  
E X P O S U R E:
E T F A L L O C AT I O N S:

90% - 100%
Global
E Q U I T I E S: UK; US; Europe; Turkey, Emerging Markets

B L O C K C H A I N T R A D I N G: Top 100 GlobalICO’s

B L O C K C H A I N M I N I N G: Electricity below local prices

PR O PE R TY:Global Property

0% - 10%
Local
E Q U I T I E S: Top Resources; Industrials;Financials

B LO C K C H AI N T RA D I N G: Major Local ICO’s

B LO C K C H A I N M I N I N G: Local Electricityprices

P R O P E R T Y:Property

Intelligent  

Exposure
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Portfolio Risk  

Manager
HeadAnalyst600

Strategies
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THANK  
YOU!
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Phone:

+381 (0) 644 527 088

Email:

admin@libertas-fund.com

Website:

www.libertas-fund.com
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